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A SEAL's Honor
"Jimmy Hatch is a personal hero of mine." --Anderson Cooper "Irresistible. . . . A wounded SEAL's shame becomes a
salvation." --J. Ford Huffman, Military Times James Hatch is a former special ops Navy SEAL senior chief, master naval
parachutist, and expert military dog trainer and handler. On his fateful final mission in Afghanistan, his SEAL team was sent
to recover Bowe Bergdahl--the soldier who deserted his post and fell into the hands of Al-Qaida and the Taliban. The
mission went south, and Hatch was left with a shattered femur from an AK-47 round and the SEAL dog who fought alongside
him was dead. As a result of his horrific leg wound, his twenty-four-year military career came to an end--and with it the only
life he'd ever known. In Touching the Dragon, we witness his long road to recovery. Getting well physically required
eighteen surgeries, twelve months of recovery, and learning to walk again. But getting well mentally would prove to be
much tougher, as he fought through the depths of despair, alcoholism, and the pull to end his own life. What emerges is a
different kind of hero's journey, one in which Hatch shows the courage it takes to confess, confront, and overcome his own
brokenness. Through the love of family, friends, and his military dogs, Hatch learned remarkable tools and found his
purpose, and now he wants to share this wisdom with the rest of us because we all have wounds.

SEAL's Ultimate Challenge
Delta Force Operative navigates dangerous territory when he’s assigned to protect a hotshot war correspondent with a
price on her head, who also happens to be the girl who got away. Delta Force Operative Sean “Mac” McDaniels fell in love
early on in his Army career. The girl, though she loved him, wanted to pursue her career in journalism before she settled
down and married. Knowing he couldn’t hold her back, he let her go. In the years to come, no other woman ever held that
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place in his heart. Kylie Adams loved Mac but chose to pursue her love of journalism first. Years later, she’s wondering if she
made the wrong choice. A successful war correspondent in Afghanistan, she’s on the cusp of wanting more out of life than a
career. Tagging along on an extraction mission with the Army, she ends up killing the brother of a high-powered Taliban
leader. This action earns her a price on her head. Assigned a protector until she can get out of the country, she’s pleased
that it’s a Delta Force soldier, her first love, Mac. Together they navigate a war-torn country and their own feelings for each
other. If they live through the terror, they might buy themselves a second chance at love. Note: A shorter version of this
story was released in the Danger & Desire Anthology. It has been expanded with added scenes for your reading pleasure.

SEAL's Defiance
The gripping and inspiring story of two extraordinary women--from their imprisonment by the Taliban to their rescue by U.S.
Special Forces. When Dayna Curry and Heather Mercer arrived in Afghanistan, they had come to help bring a better life and
a little hope to some of the poorest and most oppressed people in the world. Within a few months, their lives were thrown
into chaos as they became pawns in historic international events. They were arrested by the ruling Taliban government for
teaching about Christianity to the people with whom they worked. In the middle of their trial, the events of September 11,
2001, led to the international war on terrorism, with the Taliban a primary target. While many feared Curry and Mercer
could not survive in the midst of war, Americans nonetheless prayed for their safe return, and in November their prayers
were answered. In Prisoners of Hope, Dayna Curry and Heather Mercer tell the story of their work in Afghanistan, their love
for the people they served, their arrest, trial, and imprisonment by the Taliban, and their rescue by U.S. Special Forces. The
heart of the book will discuss how two middle-class American women decided to leave the comforts of home in exchange
for the opportunity to serve the disadvantaged, and how their faith motivated them and sustained them through the events
that followed. Their story is a magnificent narrative of ordinary women caught in extraordinary circumstances as a result of
their commitment to serve the poorest and most oppressed women and children in the world. This book will be inspiring to
those who seek a purpose greater than themselves.

Navy SEAL Justice
To ex-Navy SEAL Mitch Granger, responsibility isn’t just a word. It’s his Code of Honor. But when assigned to protect
Coercion Ten’s latest target, she challenges his authority, defies his rules, and wreaks havoc on his personal willpower.
Fighting for her isn’t a problem. Giving his life for her isn’t a problem. Forgetting their world-stopping kiss? Definite problem.
And if he can’t concentrate solely on keeping her safe, it may cost them both their lives. Journalist Liz Walkert’s missing
father sent her a cryptic message that she was in danger. What he didn’t tell her was why. Unbeknownst to Liz, her family
has been in Witness Protection all her life. Mitch may be her bodyguard, but his protection comes close to being control, the
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one thing she has none of in his presence. After a kidnap attempt and a narrow escape from attacking CT forces, they both
realize they’re going to need to focus on the mission and fight their attraction if they have any hope of surviving. Each book
in the Shades of Leverage series is STANDALONE: * Slater's Revenge * Dangerous Lies

Collections of the New-York Historical Society
When their father disappears into the Crazy Mountains, the McKinnon boys rally Angus McKinnon, the oldest son leaves the
elite Delta Forces, returns to Montana and takes up the reins on the family ranch. The last person he expects to run into is
the beauty who broke his heart. Bree Lansing promised to wait for Angus but a violent confrontation with her stepfather left
her no choice. She had to leave. Later she learned her stepfather had died in the same barn where their fight occurred.
Bree is afraid that if she returns to Montana, she will be charged with his murder. When her mother is poisoned, Bree
returns home to face her guilt and fear and find out who will kill to get her family out of the way. Though fate forces Bree to
work with Angus to discover the source of the poison, she’s determined to keep the man she once loved at a distance. She
can’t let him close when her secret could ruin her life and his. Struggling to keep Bree safe and find his father, Angus risks
losing his heart again to the only woman he ever loved.

Hit Him Where It Hurts
Careful What You Wish For Tired of her mother’s matchmaking, Alexandra Belle Boyette wishes she could find a man with
all the loyalty and unconditional love of her dog. With the help of a voodoo charm, her careless wish comes true and her
dog, Sport, is changed into a man, who unfortunately still behaves like a dog. How typical. And just when her mother hits
the jackpot of male matchmaking candidates. Now she’s saddled with a man who’s a dog when she’d rather throw her
saddle on her mother’s next-door neighbor! It Might Come True Ed Marceau is in Bayou Miste to protect a key murder
witness from being snuffed. With the task of blending in and observing the town for any strange activities, he didn’t know
how strange the town could get. Until he met the Boyette family of nineteen children! One of which is sexy enough to make
him forget how to do his job! Alex Boyette is dangerous to his case, lethal to his libido and absolutely nuts with her live-in
houseguest and giant-sized family. But can he resist her Cajun charm or her mother’s determination to throw them
together? Come along for a wild ride as Ed learns, fairy-tales really do come true in Bayou Miste.

Dangerous Lies
Montana Ranger
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Becket Grayson, rancher and volunteer firefighter assists a damsel in distress when her car catches fire on a dry country
road near Hellfire, Texas. When he discovers she was his little brother’s classmate and is running away from an abusive exboyfriend, he offers to help. Kinsey Phillips is desperate to get away from her ex-boyfriend who is a mean drunk with a habit
of beating her whenever he feels like it. When she heads back to the only home she’s ever known, her old high school crush
comes to her rescue. With the help of Becket and the entire Grayson family, they struggle to keep Kinsey safe when her exboyfriend comes to reclaim her. Warning: Things are heating up in Hellfire, Texas.

The John Watts DePeyster Publication Fund Series
Navy SEAL and a sexy CDC biologist join forces in Montana to find the one responsible for threatening revenge on the SEAL
team’s loved ones through biological terrorism Raymond “Sting Ray” Thompson returns home to Eagle Rock, Montana,
when a trail of treachery leads him back with members of his SEAL team. Their mission: to locate the biological terrorist
targeting people closest to them. Claiming retribution for destroying an Ethiopian factory generating a deadly virus, the
terrorist strikes Sting Ray’s uncle, the man who raised him. His team joins forces with a group of former military men to
ferret out the terrorist and halt the release of the deadly virus into the environment. On vacation from her job with the
Center for Disease Control, Lilly Parker is with her brother in Montana when she gets the call to investigate a potential
biological disaster targeting a family member of a Navy SEAL. Working with the Brotherhood Protectors and a team of Navy
SEALs, Lilly conducts a covert investigation. Lilly and Sting Ray join forces to trace the virus to its source, determined to
contain the disaster and protect the community, while fighting their own attraction for each other.

SEAL JUSTICE
Injured on a mission gone bad, Cory “Reaper” Nipton’s Navy SEAL career is over. With only one arm, he can’t join his fellow
teammates, or even his fiancé, the Special Ops helicopter pilot who flew him in and out of harm’s way. Relegated to life as
a civilian, and angry at his lack of choices, Reaper goes through rehab with a petite, soft-spoken physical therapist with two
iron fists. He’s forced to face an uncertain future and learn how to live without the use of his right arm. Ex-cop, Leigha
Fields, lost her career due to a gunshot wound that destroyed her knee. Retrained and refitted with different skills, she has
reimagined her world, dedicating her life to helping wounded warriors find their way. Until someone from her past seeks
revenge. Leigha and Reaper join forces to untangle the mystery and free her from the web of crosshairs aimed squarely at
her. In their struggle to find and neutralize the culprit, they realize their own capabilities and how they will fit in their future
together.

Fearless
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SAVING LIVES IS HIS MISSION. Tough-as-nails Navy SEAL Kell Kreiger is the best there is at searching, rescuing, and taking
no prisonersyet even the rush of ever-more dangerous missions isn't enough to satisfy him. Haunted by a tortured past, Kell
seeks distraction in a secret world of dark intimacies. But when Emily Stanton, the one ray of light in Kell's shadowy
existence, is pursued by a ruthless drug lord, the rules of the game suddenly change—and Kell will have to go deeper
undercover than he ever imagined SAVING HER IS HIS PASSION. Emily has loved Kell ever since her father, a prominent
politician, rescued him from a brutal life on the streets. They were kids then, too young to act on what was growing
between thembut now that Emily is ready, the handsome, headstrong SEAL has decided he's no good for her. Ever since he
rescued her from Diego Fuentes' compound, Kell's only duty has been to keep Emily safe. But Fuentes isn't finished with
Emily—or Kell. And to protect Emily, Kell has no choice but to lay himself—body, soul, and secrets—bareand fight against
evil with all his heart.

Prisoner B-3087
Hank “Montana” Patterson never thought his call to duty would force him to leave his band of brothers in the Navy SEALs to
return to the family ranch in the foothills of Montana’s Crazy Mountains. News that his father was shot, sends him rushing
home to take over the reins of the Bear Creek Ranch. His forever belligerent father refuses his help, insisting Hank find the
person who shot him. What Hank learns is the bullet was meant for the neighboring ranch owner, a Hollywood celebrity, a
beautiful actress who once stole Hank’s heart. Hometown girl, now a Hollywood temptress, Sadie McClain shot to fame and
fortune on the big screen, earning her star on the walk of fame and a stalker who won’t back off. Escaping to her ranch in
Montana, Sadie hopes to avoid her stalker, only to be hunted there as well. In need of a bodyguard with combat skills, Sadie
hires her old flame, Hank to do the job. Together they struggle to overcome their rekindled desire while fighting to stay
alive in the crosshairs of a madman.

The Witch's Seduction
A Navy SEAL puts his training to the test to rescue a sexy news reporter from a hostage situation Home on emergency
leave, Navy SEAL Dustin "Dustman" Ford didn't expect to run into his high school sweetheart, local news reporter Jenna
Turner, figuring she'd have shaken off the dust of their hometown a long time ago. A woman as addicted to action and
adventure as he was, he thought she'd have moved on. But she was still there, and every bit as distracting as she'd been
when they were teens. Jenna Turner never got over Dustin, but moved on with her life, establishing herself as a news
reporter for the local station. In an effort to take on more than reporting social events and weddings, with the help of a
cousin and an inside connection on the police force, she chases the hotter news items, determined to make her break into
the national news scene. Now that his father is on the mend, Dustin tests the heat with his old flame and finds it's sizzling.
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When Jenna is taken hostage in a religious compound, Dustin and his brothers stage a rescue operation to bring her and
others out alive.

Hellfire, Texas
Six Minutes to Midnight
He’s a navy SEAL who’s highly trained for any assignment. So why can’t he resist the woman he’s vowed to protect? Navy
SEAL “T-Mac” Trace McGuire is assigned to protect army specialist Kinsley Anderson and Agar, her IED-detecting dog. When
they’re shot at and nearly blown up, T-Mac admires Kinsley’s ability to hold her own. On the run from terrorists, T-Mac is
trained to ensure their safety and survival in the African desert. He’s prepared for every scenario but one: falling for the
woman whose life is in his hands. Mission: Six

Annual Report
Deme Chattox is eager to return home and start her new job on the Chicago PD's paranormal task force. As a witch, she's
got special insight into the city's supernatural underworld. And as an added bonus, her partner is also her lover, Cal Black.
Deme can't wait to pick up where their off-the-charts chemistry left off, but she senses a change in Cal. Though the sex is
hotter than ever, she doesn't need mystical powers to know there's something he's not telling her. Something that
threatens their budding relationship, and their latest case…

Soldier's Duty
A Navy SEAL bodyguard and his client’s bride struggle with rising desire while fighting to stay alive in the mountains of
Montana Ten years in the Navy, most with the elite brotherhood of SEALs, Axel Svenson “Swede” has dodged so many
bullets, he knows his luck will someday run out. With younger blood pushing to take over for the older guys, and an injury
that marks him for discharge, he takes the plunge into the civilian world. Since desk jobs aren’t what he’s cut out for, he
checks on the pet project of one of his former teammates—Brotherhood Protectors. Providing personal security to rich
people sounds like a walk in the park compared to where he’s been. Prospective bride, Allie Patterson, thinks she’s
marrying the man of her dreams. He’s rich, he’s handsome and mysterious—everything a woman should want. Until his
secrets threaten her life. After several near misses, Allie reluctantly allows her fiancé to hire one of her brother’s
bodyguards. The big, sexy, tattooed SEAL assigned to protect her is the kind of guy women drool over, and makes Allie
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question her decisions. Perhaps she’s marrying the wrong man for the wrong reasons. But her brother’s gruff friend can’t
possibly be Mr. Right. Together, they traverse a dangerous journey to get Allie to the church on time…and alive.

Collections of the New York Historical Society for the Year
Navy SEAL teams with a sexy NCIS agent undercover as a stripper to find a missing naval officer. Navy SEAL Remy LaDue
wants Mitchell Sanders, but hasn't made a move since he slept with her the night of his buddy, her former boyfriend's
funeral. A year later, his plan to be her Valentine date runs amuck when he finds her undercover as a stripper at a local
club. NCIS agent Mitchell Sanders never wanted to settle, dedicated to her job and justice is finally ready to commit to the
SEAL she accidentally fell in love with. When her friend, a female navy officer, goes missing she puts her love life on hold
and goes undercover to find her friend, only to discover her SEAL is back in town and threatening to blow her cover. Remy
and Mitchell join forces to find her friend and uncover a human trafficking organization in the darkest heart of Virginia
Beach while their attraction for each other burns hotter than the sun.

SEAL's Deception
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when his bomber crashed into the sea during World War II, spent fortyseven days adrift in the ocean before being rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was held as a prisoner until the end of the
war.

Protecting Caroline: A Navy SEAL Military Romantic Suspense
You’re getting divorced. You want out or he wants out, but either way you’re tempted to bend over backward just to get it
over with. The result: You get screwed. How screwed? Consider this: the average woman experiences a 45 percent drop in
her standard of living after divorce; 45 percent of children living with a divorced mother live at or near the poverty line; only
about 45 percent of custodial parents due child support payments receive the full amount. In Hit Him Where It Hurts,
acclaimed matrimonial attorney Sherri Donovan shows you how to take the offensive in the bloody game we call divorce.
With her take-no-prisoners approach, you can ensure that you will gain your freedom without sacrificing your health, your
wealth, or your well-being—or that of your children.

Vow of Retribution
She’ll ask him to marry her. And pray he says yes… Kayla wants a daddy for her little girl. Navy SEAL Zack is perfect for the
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job. Kayla’s made wrong choices before, but she knows this one is right. Zack’s a strong, honorable man who will keep her
baby safe. Zack’s been twisted up inside from the moment he laid eyes on Kayla. It’s been months, and he still can’t
untangle his feelings. Especially after the single night they shared. A night that took their relationship out of the friend zone
and put it firmly into the hot zone. When Kayla proposes a marriage of convenience, Zack won’t agree to a name-only
arrangement. If he’s going to marry Kayla, and be a dad to little Ana, then it’s all or nothing. But when Kayla’s past returns,
threatening the life they’re building, Zack will sacrifice everything to protect his new family from harm…

A SEAL's Desire
A conflicted navy SEAL and a determined FBI agent join forces in New York Times bestselling author Elle James's
continuation of Covert Cowboys, Inc. FBI agent Melissa Bradley is used to cryptic assignments like this: retrieve package
from PO Box and deliver to old friend. Package in hand, she's attacked by thugs—and she's not about to trust the tall, dark
and dangerous rescuer who claims he was sent to protect her. A former navy SEAL turned cowboy suddenly reinstated as a
SEAL, there's clearly more to James Monahan's covert op than he'll admit. When their mutual friend goes missing, they join
forces deep in the swamplands of southern Mississippi to find him. But as a dangerous band of traitors, terrorists and killers
close in, survival means trusting each other—their toughest mission yet.

HOT SEAL Devotion (HOT SEAL Team - Book 8)
Tasked with finding and eliminating the source of terrorist pirate activities off the coast of Honduras, SEAL TEAM 10's Jack
Fischer "Fish" goes undercover as a deckhand on a floating medical boat where he finds himself protecting and falling for
the beautiful doctor who runs the show. Devastated by an auto accident that took the lives of her husband and baby
daughter, Dr. Natalie Rhoades, has dedicated her life to helping people who don't have access to good healthcare through
her nonprofit floating medical boat. When she finds herself and her crew the target of a leftist guerrilla group, her new
deckhand proves resourceful. Jack and Natalie fight to provide the care needed to the underprivileged while battling an
attraction neither thought possible as it heat intensifies in Central America.

Montana SEAL's Mail-Order Bride
Chronicles the life of Navy SEAL Team Six operator Adam Brown, a man whose heroism and devotion still stand as a beacon
to his friends and family, even after his death in the Afghan Hindu Kush mountains in 2010.

SEAL's Honor
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Hidden Agendas
A sizzling new series about three friends looking for love-and the sexy SEALs who are ready to fulfill their wildest fantasies.
Rules are made to be broken . . . When it comes to dating, ex-Navy SEAL Marcus Denali has a few simple rules. Never date
a coworker. Never date a friend's sister. And never ever date a girl whose brother is a coworker, a friend, and a fellow SEAL.
So why would Marcus dance so closely---and flirt so shamelessly---with Mandy Lawson? Simple. It's a Fourth of July
masquerade ball. He doesn't know she's his buddy's little sister. And once the masks come off, the real fireworks begin . . .
Mandy doesn't care about the rules. She's been crushing on Marcus for years, and she's not giving up now that she has
proof he wants her too. She has a plan to show this military man some moves he never learned in basic training. And
Marcus is going to learn that some rules-the rules of attraction---are just too strong to fight. Don't miss these other Military
Match novels: A SEAL's Courage A SEAL's Strength

Seals Desire
10 concentration camps. 10 different places where you are starved, tortured, and worked mercilessly. It's something no one
could imagine surviving. But it is what Yanek Gruener has to face. As a Jewish boy in 1930s Poland, Yanek is at the mercy of
the Nazis who have taken over. Everything he has, and everyone he loves, have been snatched brutally from him. And then
Yanek himself is taken prisoner -- his arm tattooed with the words PRISONER B-3087. He is forced from one nightmarish
concentration camp to another, as World War II rages all around him. He encounters evil he could have never imagined, but
also sees surprising glimpses of hope amid the horror. He just barely escapes death, only to confront it again seconds later.
Can Yanek make it through the terror without losing his hope, his will -- and, most of all, his sense of who he really is inside?
Based on an astonishing true story.

Bride Protector SEAL
Matthew "Wolf" Steel hated flying commercial. Luckily his job as a Navy SEAL meant he didn't have to do it very often. He'd
been unlucky enough to be assigned a middle seat on the cramped jet, but fortunately for him, the woman next to him was
willing to switch seats with him. Hoping for a relaxing flight, Wolf was pleasantly surprised at the good conversation and
sense of humor the woman had as they flew 36,000 feet over the countryside. When Caroline boarded the plane to Virginia
to move across the country for her new job she never expected to be seated next to the hottest guy she'd ever seen. She
also never expected he'd be so easy to talk to. She knew he'd never be interested in talking to her if he hadn't been
trapped in the seat next to her, but it was a nice way to spend a long plane ride. Neither Wolf nor Caroline were prepared
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for a terrorist hijacking of their plane, but if Caroline thought that would be the last time she'd see, or need, Wolf, she'd be
sorely mistaken. **Protecting Caroline is a stand-alone love story. It's Book 1 in the SEAL of Protection Series.** --- Read
what others are saying about New York Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Susan Stoker is the master of military
romantic suspense. She's my go-to author for sexy alpha hero and strong, sassy heroines." Riley Edwards, USAT Bestselling
Author "Riveting action and characters you'll love!” Elle James, NYT Bestselling Author “If you love alpha heroes and nailbiting romantic suspense, then you can’t go wrong with Susan Stoker.” Sawyer Bennett, NYT Bestselling Author “Nail biting
suspense, heartwarming charm, and downright sexy characters you can't help but fall in love with.” Lainey Reese, USA
Today Bestselling Author “Nobody does intense action better than Susan Stoker” Desiree Holt, USAT Bestselling Author
“Another winner! Sexy and action-packed, what I’ve come to expect from Susan Stoker! Cristin Harber, NYT Bestselling
Author "Susan does romantic suspense right! Edge of my seat + smokin' hot = read ALL of her books! Now.” Carly Phillips,
NY Times Bestselling Author --- Read the entire SEAL of Protection romance series! Protecting Caroline Protecting Alabama
Protecting Fiona Marrying Caroline Protecting Summer Protecting Jesskya Protecting Julie Protecting Melody Protecting the
Future Protecting Kiera Protecting Alabama's Kids Protecting Dakota Topics: contemporary romance, military romance,
series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas
romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in
romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, susan stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance,
engagement, engagement romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy,
heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary
romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer,
policeman, cop romance, wealthy hero, firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance,
hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, handicap, justice, single mother,
Texas, Officer, enlisted, daughter, shelter, claiming, defending, protect, damsel in distress, free book, free, permafree,
hospital, doctor, drama, action and adventure, action romance, Texas, Delta Force, Army romance, veteran, disabled
veteran, former soldier, soldier, romantic, paraplegic, Killeen, Fort Hood, Navy SEAL, California, San Diego, sailor, prosthetic,
veteran, military, Emotional, HEA, Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary,
Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan
March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie
Zanders, Lani Lynn Vale, and Kristen Proby.

Publication Fund Series
Prisoners of Hope
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On terminal leave, Navy SEAL Sam Franklin has a job waiting for him with the Brotherhood Protectors, but he’s taking a few
days off to try his hand at fly fishing before he goes back to work. He needs the R&R to decompress after his final mission
got some of his buddies killed. Relaxation ends when his adopted Military War Dog Grunt discovers a body washed up on
the river bank. Drugged and scared, Reggie McDonald escaped through the woods and fell into a river, running from her
kidnapper. By some miracle, she washes ashore at the feet of a former Navy SEAL. When he tries to take her to the
hospital, she refuses to go, insisting she remain ‘dead’. Sam takes Reggie to his small cabin. When he learns that there are
other young women being held by the man she escaped, he promises to help her find them. Calling on the Brotherhood
Protectors, Sam and Reggie race against time to free the others before the kidnapper kills them.

SEAL's Proposal
Touching the Dragon
Remy LaDue, hot Navy SEAL with SEAL Team 10, is on a mission. He's planned a special vacation to the Colorado Rockies
with the express purpose of proposing to the woman he loves on Christmas morning. He knows it a long shot, with both
their jobs keeping them away from each other for months out of the year, but he wants her as his forever lover and will risk
everything to marry her. Mitchell Sanders is as dedicated to her work as an NCIS Agent as Remy is to his calling as a Navy
SEAL. Independent, driven and passionate about justice and protecting innocents, she would no sooner give up her job as
Remy. When a criminal she helped to capture and convict escapes on the eve of their departure, Mitchell is torn between
sticking around to recapture him and going with Remy, opting to follow her desire this once. Plans change as the mountains
become a nightmare and they struggle to put an end to the threats that plague their idyllic vacation and Remy's plans for
his Christmas surprise.

Unbroken
I want revenge. With scars like these, I knew I could never forget my past. With threats like these, I can't escape, either.
This time, I'm fighting back. I don't just want my life back. I want vengeance for what was done to me. I didn't plan to fall in
love. I want to save her. A girl like her isn't easily forgotten. A girl like her doesn't trust easily. I'll fight for her. I'll fight with
her. Together, we can build a new life, free from the past. Together, we can rise. Even if we could lose everything by trying.

SEAL's Seduction
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Two Navy SEALs jeopardize their lives and hearts in a battle-torn land when they vie for the love of one sexy Night Stalker
helicopter pilot Reed Tucker doesn’t believe in commitment, not when you’re a SEAL deployed in dangerous situations that
could lead to death or dismemberment. Until he tangles the sheets with one hot pilot, Delaney O’Connell. His phobia
against commitment is challenged when his best friend asks Delaney O’Connell to marry him and she doesn’t say no. As a
helicopter pilot for the 160th Night Stalkers, Delaney O’Connell knows the risks of loving a SEAL. She’s ferried her share of
soldiers and frogmen into and out of danger. All she asks is that Tuck own up to his love for her. When he allows his friend
to ask her to marry him without staking his own claim, she’s hurt and disappointed. When his friend loses an arm in battle,
she can’t refuse his hand in marriage, not when he’s sacrificed so much for his country. In love with one man, about to
marry another, she’s torn. Caught in a triangle of his own making, Tuck can’t dishonor his friend by stealing his fiancé. Tuck
and Delaney must come to grips with the happiness they owe themselves and the happiness of their friend who has given
so much of himself.

Montana SEAL
When Gavin Blackstock lost a leg in an IED explosion defending his country, he lost his job, his friends and his chances for a
normal life with a wife and children. He figures he won't ever find a bride who will accept him as an incomplete man. Until a
friend points him to a mail-order bride service. Wanted: Bride to live on a ranch in Montana. Must be willing to work hard
and bear children. As a princess of a small European nation, Aurelia St. George is required to marry and produce an heir
before her thirtieth birthday or the kingdom will fall under the rule of the next person in the royal lineage. After two
consecutive fiancé’s die before she can wed them, Aurelia is convinced she will have to go into stealth-mode to find a
husband. Aurelia stumbles on an ad for a mail-order bride that might be just what she needs to meet her royal deadline.
Not only is the man willing, but she can hide in Montana until her birthday and the birth of her baby. Response: Woman with
biological clock ticking seeks groom with a family in mind. Willing to work hard and bear children. Gavin can’t believe his
luck when his pretty bride arrives, but soon finds out he’s got to protect her or lose her. Together, they navigate a wedding
that could potentially be under fire, only to lose their hearts in the process.

Breaking Away
Subject: Petty Officer Christian "Cowboy" Laramie Mission: Locate a missing person…without seducing the man's fiancée!
Navy SEAL Christian Laramie knows everything about explosives, including how to avoid them. But he sure as hell isn't
prepared for Sammi Jo Wilson—all gorgeous red hair and long-legged sexiness—in a wedding dress, asking him to find her
kidnapped fiancé. Yep, he is definitely dealing with one dangerous bombshell… Laramie has a rep for thoroughly pleasing
the ladies, but he's not interested in emotional entanglements. He has rules—and engaged women are a definite no-no. Yet
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the searing heat between him and Sammi is like nothing he's ever experienced. Each touch gets hotter. Each kiss more
intense. And if Laramie can't disarm this desire, it will blow up in the only way possible…in bed!

Ranger Creed
Native American of the Blackfeet Nation, Lani Running Bear ends her service in the Army Military Police corps and returns to
the reservation to help her people as a law enforcement officer. When members of her tribe turn up dead, she doesn't know
who she can trust and calls on a man she’d busted while deployed. A man with the one qualification that would allow him to
live on the reservation with her. Fresh out of the Army and new to Brotherhood Protectors, Zachariah Jones is prime for his
first assignment as the undercover fiancé of a tribal police officer from the Blackfeet Reservation, a woman he'd butted
heads with on deployment in Afghanistan. With tensions running high, Zach and Lani fight to find the killers before more
lives are lost. When the killer targets Lani, Zach will do anything to keep the woman he's falling in love with safe.

SEAL's Obsession
Navy SEAL poses as a bodyguard to a sexy CIA operative undercover as the arranged bride of a Saudi prince in search of
the biological weapons sale traced to the Prince’s palace Ben “Big Bird” Sjodin, one of the biggest, baddest SEALs on SEAL
Team 10 is tasked to work with a CIA operative on a special project with two of his teammates. All he knows is to meet his
contact in a swanky bar in London. From there, he’ll receive instructions. Fired from the INTERPOL for an affair with a
double agent, Yasmin Evans has a lot to prove in her role as a CIA agent. Her goal? Infiltrate a Saudi palace, find vials of
biological weapons of mass destruction, retrieve them and save the world. All with no more support than that of three Navy
SEALs. Yasmin’s plan? Go undercover as the arranged bride of a Saudi prince with her three bodyguards. Once inside the
palace, they will search for and find the deadly weapons. What she doesn’t plan on, is the burning attraction she has for the
bodyguard who could have been a Norse god in another time, or the Saudi familial factions determined to keep the prince
from marrying his arranged bride. Inside an opulent palace, danger and passion flare.

SEAL's Deliverance
A Navy SEAL and a beautiful aide doctor navigate hostile territory in their attempt to rescue a kidnapped doctor and
discover what is killing entire villages in the Horn of Africa. When his SEAL team's mission fails in the Horn of Africa, Declan
O'Shea is separated from his team. Rescued by a group of women and hidden until he recuperates, Irish's main goal is to
make it back alive to his team. As a doctor with Doctors without Borders, Claire Boyette puts her life at risk rescuing the
American SEAL. When her partner is kidnapped and the village they're hiding in is ransacked, she's forced to go on the run,
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relying on the sexy SEAL to keep her alive. Navigating through hostile territory, Irish and Claire, seek to reunite with Irish's
SEAL team, search for the kidnapped doctor and discover the source of what's killing the entire population of villages in the
Horn of Africa.

Deja Voodoo
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